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“Photo-Manipulation-Boxes”; An Instrument for
the Study of Plant Photobiology
Kevin Williams
Department of Biology
Bloomsburg University
400 East Second Street
Bloomsburg, PA 17815-1301
Phone – (570) 389-4131
Email – Kwillia4@husky.bloomu.edu

Abstract: An inexpensive device used to study the responses of seeds and small plants to light is
described. The device allows the intensity, duration and wavelength of light to be controlled.
Three different wavelengths of light may be simultaneously and independently manipulated. The
key components of the instrument are light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and a light-tight box. This
design uses commercially available LEDs with peak emissions in the red (660nm), far-red
(735nm) and blue (470nm) bands, corresponding to the peak absorption bands of phytochrome
and cryptochrome. The results of some preliminary experiments conducted with the instrument are
described. The costs, advantages, limitations and potential of this system as an undergraduate
teaching and research tool are discussed.
Key Words: Phytochrome, cryptochrome, germination, plant development, light, light-emittingdiodes, lettuce, Arabidopsis, methods.

Introduction
Light is not only an energy source for plants but
also acts as a stimulus that controls plant development
and gene expression throughout a plants life (Morgan
and Smith 1981; Chory et al. 1996). Undergraduate
botany, plant-biology and plant-physiology textbooks
routinely include discussions of phototropism,
photomorphogenesis, photoperiodism, and photoblastic
seed germination (Salsibury and Ross 1996; Mauseth
1998; Moore et al. 1998; Hopkins 1999; Raven et al.
1999). Likewise, undergraduate plant-physiology
laboratory manuals include exercises designed to
demonstrate light induced response by plants (Ross
1974; Kaufman et al. 1975; Reiss 1994). The key to
conducting a photobiology experiment is manipulating
the quantity of light and the quality (wavelength) of
light to which an organism is exposed. An ideal
system would allow the simultaneous control of both
quantity and quality of light. Here, I describe such a
system.

wavelengths of light. Plants contain many pigments,
serving diverse functions, but two pigments,
phytochrome and cryptochrome, are crucial in
mediating plant responses to light.
Phytochrome consists on of two tautomers;
phytochrome-red (Pr) and phytochrome-far-red (Pfr).
Phytochrome-red absorbs red wavelengths (≅ 660nm)
and when it does so Pr is converted to Pfr.
Phytochrome-far-red absorbs far-red wavelengths
(≅730nm) and when it does so Pfr is converted to Pr.
Phytochrome mediates many different plant responses
to light including, photoperiodism, seed germination,
leaf expansion, hypocotyl hook straightening and deetiolation.
Cryptochrome absorbs light in the blue and ultraviolet regions.
The responses mediated by
cryptochrome include phototropism (the growth of a
plant towards or away from light), hypocotyl
elongation, and stomata opening. Other pigments are
involved in plant development, but phytochrome and
Plant Pigments and Photobiology
cryptochrome mediate so many different responses,
One of the fundamental questions asked in
that it is important to introduce students to the biology
photobiology is “Which wave-lengths of light induce a
of these two pigments. Demonstrating that a given
response?” For light to induce a response a pigment
response only occurs following irradiation with red
must absorb the light and thereby trigger a biochemical
light, far-red light or blue light, is one method of
reaction. Different pigments absorb different
implicating that these pigments mediate the response.
Plant Photobiology
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Controlling Quality of Light
There are three methods of obtaining a specific
wavelength of light for use in an experiment: 1)
Spectroscopy, the use of a prism or diffraction-grating
to separate broad-band, white-light into a spectrum of
colors; 2) Filtration, the passing of light through a
semitransparent object which selectively absorbs or
reflects certain wavelengths of light; and 3) Use of a
narrow band light source, a source of light that emits
only selected bands of wavelengths. Historically, all
three of these methods have been important in the
development of plant photobiology, but because
spectroscopes capable of exposing entire seeds or
plants are both large and expensive, they have rarely
been used in undergraduate laboratories. The methods
typically recommended for undergraduate laboratories
combine the use of filters and narrow band light
sources (Lercari 1991).
Fluorescent lamps do not emit far-red light and
therefore can be used, either with or with out
subsequent filters, as a source for “red” light.
Incandescent lamps emit both red and far-red light, and
when coupled with a filter that absorbs red and shorter
wavelengths incandescent lamps can be used as a
source of far-red and infrared light. Either fluorescent
or incandescent lamps can be used in combination with
filters that block long wavelengths as sources of blue
light. There are difficulties in using these techniques.
Because of the possible contamination by broad-band
sunlight, the light sources should be placed in a
darkroom or dark-box. This is a logistical problem in
undergraduate labs where darkrooms are not available
or convenient. Care must be taken to avoid cross
contamination from the far-red to the red light source
and visa-versa. Because incandescent lamps emit large
amounts of heat it is important to take precautions to
prevent temperature from being an uncontrolled
covariate between red and far-red treated plants.
High quality glass filters can be expensive and
consequently undergraduate labs often use inexpensive
cellophane filters. However, cellophane filters are
prone to fade with use, creating the potential for error.
One manual recommends measuring the transmission
spectrum of a representative strip of the cellophane
before use (Ross 1974). Switching the exposure from
one wavelength to another (as is required to
demonstrate the photoreversibility) requires special
precautions but can be accomplished without a
darkroom (Wagner and Wagner 1995).
Light-emitting-diodes (LEDs) are solid state
devices that emit light when a current is passed across
their leads. LEDs emit a narrow range of wavelengths.
Typical emission spectra are symmetrical around a
single peak with half-band widths of 30nm or less.
LEDs are available in a range of colors from 430nm
(Blue) to 940nm (Infrared). LEDs are inexpensive,
ranging in cost from fifty cents to ten dollars each.
LEDs are reliable; most LEDs are rated to last a
4
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minimum of 100,000 hours.
Each LED emits a
relatively small amount of light, but a bank of LEDs
can generate high light intensities. Over the past few
years, light-emitting diodes have become increasingly
popular as narrow-band light sources for plant studies
(Bula et al. 1991; Lee and Palsson 1994; Robin et al.
1994; Tennessen et al. 1994; Brown et al. 1995;
Miyashita et al. 1995; Schuerger et al. 1997; Tanaka et
al. 1998).
Percival Scientific Incorporated now
markets a plant-growth-chamber that use LEDs as the
sole
light
source
(see;
http://www.percivalscientific.com/prod03.htm). Li-Cor now offers the
optional LED light source for use with their
photosynthesis
measuring
systems
(see;
http://www.licor.com/ ).
I have created a series of boxes that use LEDs to
emit light into a light-tight chamber.
Each box
contains three LEDs, one each with peak emissions at
470nm, 630nm and 735nm. The boxes are designed so
that each individual LED can be dimmed with a
potentiometer and controlled independently. This
system allows the researcher to control the color of
light, the intensity of light and the length of exposure
for objects inside the box. The boxes are small so a
large number of treatments can be applied in a small
area. Plants can be left in the dark boxes between
treatments, reducing the need for dark rooms. For lack
of a better name I refer to these boxes as “PhotoManipulation-Boxes” or PMBs.
The Design of Photo-Manipulation-Boxes
Three identical electronic circuits are included in
each box; one circuit to control each LED (figure 1).
Each circuit requires few solder joints and minimal
knowledge and skill to construct. A 9-volt battery
provides current for the circuit. The battery is
connected via a switch to a 7806 integrated circuit. The
7806 is a voltage regulator that accepts inputs between
6 and 15 volts and outputs a constant 6 volts. The
output current passes through a small resistor and into a
potentiometer.
The potentiometer controls the
brightness of the LED by either forcing all the current
through the LEDs or allowing some of the current to
pass to the ground. Two LEDs are connected in series.
The first emits light into the box, the second, an
inexpensive green LED, indicates whether the circuit is
open or closed. Each circuit is isolated and has its own
power source. Therefore the intensity of light emitted
by each LED can be regulated independently, allowing
the researcher to simultaneous expose seeds to
controlled amounts of one to three wavelengths of
light. A 9-volt battery will power this circuit for up to
2-4 hours. For prolonged use, Radio Shack’s 9-Volt
Battery Eliminator (Cat No. 273-1552A) can replace
the 9-volt battery and provide current via a 110-volt
alternating-current outlet.

6 volt - Voltage Regulator

7806 I.C.
Vin

Nuetral Vout

51 ohm

LED-1

LED-2

+

9v
100 Kohm
Pot

LED1 may be blue,
red or far-red.
Figure 1 Three copies of the circuit shown above are found in each PMB, The color of LED-1 varies between the
circuits.
The boxes are made of ½” plywood with 1/8”
fiberboard used to form bases and lids. The box is
divided into bottom and top halves. The bottom half is
a 2.5” deep by 4.5” wide, by 4.5” long box (see figure
2.). The top half is divided into two compartments by a
1/8” fiberboard which is joined into the edges of the
box.
The upper compartment protects the LED

circuits. The roof of the lower compartment has the
LEDs mounted in it. The light-emitting portion of the
LED extends into the lower compartment, the leads
into the upper compartment. Black electrical-tape is
applied around the LED leads to assure a light-tight
seal between the upper and lower compartment.

LEDs
Pots.
1 1/2”

Circuit
2 7/8”
TOP

LEDs
Overlapping
Edges

1/2”

1/2” Plywood

BOTTOM

1/8” Fiberboard

2 7/8”

5 7/16”

Figure 2. The design of the PMB enclosures.
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The two halves of the box are machined to have
overlapping joints. These joints are lined with gray
weather-seal foam-tape, so that when the top half is
pressed against the bottom half, a light-tight seal is
created and an irradiation chamber is formed. A pair of
chest latches attach the top and bottom halves of the
boxes. The inner walls of the irradiation chamber are
lined with a reflective aluminum foil tape. This insures
that all joints are light tight and helps diffuse the light
more evenly through the chamber. The box is sized so
that the irradiation chamber can hold one 10cm
diameter petri dish or two 6cm diameter petri dishes.
Additionally the chamber has enough depth to allow
the light to spread from the LEDs. There is also room
for seeds to germinate and grow to a height of an inch
or two.

Each PMB contains approximately $34 dollars
worth of parts (Table 1). The single most expensive
item in the design is the far-red LED, costing over ten
dollars each. The second most expensive item is the
blue LED at $6.58 each. If the researcher is not
interested in experimenting with blue light, the parts
for a box containing only red and far-red LEDs can be
purchased for less than $25. Some cost savings are
possible by using a combination of three-LED and twoLED PMBs. A PMB enclosure without any LEDs is
acceptable for dark controls.
PMBs are more
expensive than colored cellophane as a method of
generating near monochromatic light. However, it is
hoped that the ease of use, increased reliability, and
greater versatility will justify the increased expense.

cost per box
(B-R-FR)

#per box
(R-FR)

P465-ND

D-K

6.58

1

6.58

0

0.00

Red LED 665nm
Panasonic part LN261CAL(UR)

P408-ND

D-K

0.93

1

0.93

1

0.93

10.97

1

10.97

1

10.97

Part #

Part

Far-Red LED 735nm
QDDH73502 QD
Quantum Devices part QDDH73502 (preferred) or
QDDH73520

cost per box
(R-FR)

#per box
(B-R-FR)

Blue LED 470nm
Panasonic part LNG992CFBW

Supplier

Cost Each

Table 1. Parts and suppliers for construction of PMB enclosures.

Green LED 565nm
Panasonic Part LNG305CFT

P461-DN

D-K

0.31

3

0.93

2

0.62

Voltage Regulator
7806, 6 Volt / 500mA
NJR Corp Part NJM78M06FA -ND
51 ohm ½ W Resistor
Yageo 5% Carbon film Resistor

NJM78MO6 D-K
FA -ND

0.41

3

1.23

2

0.82

51H-ND

D-K

0.02

3

0.06

2

0.04

Potentiometer
100 Kohm 0.1 W -linear taper

31CR501

M

1.12

3

3.36

2

2.24

SPDT Slide Switch

10SM007

M

0.34

3

1.02

2

0.68

9V Battery Connectors

270-324

RS

0.38

3

1.14

2

0.76

Snap-in LED Holders

276-079

RS

0.12

6

0.72

4

0.48

General Purpose IC Board

276-150A

RS

1.19

0.5

0.60

0.5

0.60

Screws
(for attaching switches)

48SM006

M

0.04

6

0.24

4

0.16

Electrical Tape (estimate

?

?

0.25

1

0.25

1

0.25

Solder (estimated cost)

?

?

0.02

1

0.02

1

0.02

Cost of Electronics
Cost of Enclosure
Total Costs per Box

27.54
5.97
33.51

Electronic Suppliers

D-K = Digi-Key Corporation -- 701 Brooks Ave. South, Thief River Falls, MN; M = Mouser Electronics -- 958 N.
Main, Mansfield, TX 76063-4827; RS = Radio Shack
6
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18.14
5.97
24.11

Percent Germination

Replication of the Grand-Rapids Lettuce Seed
Experiment using PMBs
When Grand-Rapids variety lettuce seeds are
maintained in the dark, they have low rates of
germination; however when exposed to white light,
they have high rates of germination. More precisely,
red-light (≅660nm), and not other wavelengths, will
induce the lettuce seeds to germinate. Far-red light
(≅730nm) inhibits lettuce seed germination. This
reaction is photoreversible, if seeds are exposed first to
red light and then to far-red light, they will not
germinate. However, if another exposure of red light
follows the seeds will again exhibit high germination
rates. (Flint and McAlister 1935, 1937; Borthwick et
al. 1954).
The observation of red/far-red
photoreversibility in the induction of both lettuce seed
germination and cocklebur flowering led to the
proposal of the existence of a photoconvertible
pigment. Eventually this pigment was identified to be
phytochrome.
I have also used the PMBs to demonstrate
photoreversible lettuce seed germination. For each
treatment, two pieces of filter paper (Fischer Brand -qualitative, grade p5, medium porosity, 9.0cm
diameter) and 30 Ward’s Light-Sensitive lettuce seeds
were placed in a 10cm diameter petri dish (Pyrex glass
was used in this case, but plastic petri dishes will
work). 5ml of water were added to each dish and the
dish was immediately sealed in a PMB.
The
potentiometers were adjusted so that the maximum
amount of light was emitted from the LEDs. During
the next 24 hours the seeds were exposed to one of six
sequences of light treatments: A) 1 hour of far-red
light, 23 hours of darkness; B) 1 hour of far-red light,
0.25 hours of red light, 22.75 hours of darkness; C) 1
hour of far-red light, 0.25 hours of red light, 0.5 hours
of far-red light, 22.25 hours of darkness; D) 1 hour of
far-red light, 0.25 hours of red light, 0.5 hours of farred light, 02.5 hours of red light, 22 hours of darkness;
E) 24 hours of darkness; or F) 24 hours of ambient
light (fluorescent lamps and indirect light from a
nearby window).
Twenty four hours after the
beginning of the light treatment the boxes were
unsealed and the number of seeds with radicles
extending from the seed coat was recorded. The mean
results of three replicates of each treatment are
illustrated in figure 3.
Note, that the methods above do not require a
dark room or “safe-light.” Phytochrome is insensitive
to light as long as the seeds are dry. Only after the
seeds absorb water and the phytochrome goes into
solution is the phytochrome active. If seeds are placed
into dark boxes before they have imbibed an
appreciable amount of water it is, probably safe to
ignore the effects of ambient light during experimental
set-up. The one hour of far-red treatment included
sufficient time for the seeds to both imbibe water and
respond to the inhibitory effect of far-red light.

98

100

97

96

80
60
40
20

27

19
7

0
Treatments
A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 3. Effect of red and far-red light on lettuce
seed germination. The light treatment were: A --1
hour far-red, 23 hours darkness; B -- 1 far-red, 0.25
hours red, 22.75 hours darkness; C -- 1 hour far-red,
0.25 hours red, 0.5 hours far-red, 22.25 hours
darkness; D -- 1 hour far-red, 0.25 hours red, 0.5
hours far-red, 02.5 hours red, 22 hours darkness; E -24 hours darkness; F – 24 hours ambient light
(fluorescent lamps and indirect light from a nearby
window).

A student might reasonably conclude from the
above experiment that far-red light inhibits and any
other light promotes germination. The PMBs can be
used to demonstrate that blue light neither promotes
nor inhibits lettuce seed germination.
With the
exception of the light treatments, the methods of this
experiment are identical to the one described above. In
this case the seeds were exposed to one of the six
following sequences of light treatments: A) 1 hour of
far-red light, 0.5 hours blue light, 22.5 hours of
darkness; B) 1 hour of red light, 0.5 hours of blue light,
22.5 hours of darkness; C) 1 hour of far-red light, 23
hours of darkness; D) 1 hour of red light, 23 hours of
darkness; E) 24 hours of darkness; or F) 24 hours of
ambient light (fluorescent lamps and indirect light from
a nearby window). The results show that blue light
does not reverse the inhibition of germination by farred light or the promotion of germination by red light
(figure 4).
Many variations of the above experiments are
possible. Temperature could be varied by placing the
entire PMB in a temperature controlled chamber.
Buffers could be used to vary the pH of the petri
dishes. Osmotic potential could be varied among the
dishes. Plant hormones could be added to the dishes.
The timing of light exposures could be varied to
investigate how long after a red exposure seed
germination becomes inevitable.

Plant Photobiology
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98

97

96

60

12
4
Treatements

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 4. Seeds were treated as in figure 4., with the
exception of the light treatments. The light treatments
were: A -- 1 hour far-red, 0.5 hours blue, 22.5 hours
darkness; B -- 1 hour red, 0.5 hours blue, 22.5 hours of
darkness; C -- 1 hour far-red, 23 hours of darkness; D
-- 1 hour far-red, 23 hours of darkness; E – 24 hours
darkness; F – 24 hours ambient light (fluorescent
lamps and indirect light from a nearby window).
Arabidopsis Seed Germination
Because of its historic importance, undergraduate
texts routinely describe the phytochrome-mediated
germination of lettuce seeds, but lettuce is only one of
many species exhibiting this behavior. For example,
the germination of Arabidopsis thaliana seeds is also
controlled by red and far-red light (Shropshire et al.
1961). Moreover, Arabidopsis contains at least five
different types of phytochrome: PhyA, PhyB, PhyC,
PhyD and PhyE. Each type of phytochrome differs in
its protein structure and function. (Quail 1991, 1997;
Quail et al. 1995). Mutants of Arabidopsis are
available with altered genes for each type of
phytochrome (McCullough and Shropshire 1970; Cone
et al. 1985; Shinomura et al. 1994; Botto et al. 1995;
Briggs and Liscum 1997; Poppe and Schäfer 1997;
Shinomura 1997). Even the different ecotypes of
Arabidopsis may have significant differences in their
phytochrome genes (Yanovsky et al. 1997).
With slight modifications to the methods used
with lettuce seeds, PMBs can be used to demonstrate
that wildtype Arabidopsis seeds are sensitive to red and
far-red light. I have used the PMBs to compare the
responses of the Columbia and Landsberg erecta
ecotypes of Arabidopsis to red and far-red light. Two
sheets of filter paper (Whatman -- qualitative, grade b,
medium porosity, 5.5cm diameter) and 30 seeds of an
ecotype were placed in a 6cm diameter petri dish.
Another petri dish was prepared with seeds of the other
ecotype, 2ml of water were added to each dish, and the
dishes were sealed side by side in a single PMB.
Seven PMBs were so prepared, and one of the seven
following sequence of light treatments were applied to
seeds in each: A) 1 hour of darkness, 1 hour of far-red
8
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light, 46 hours of darkness; B) 1 hour of darkness, 1
hour of far-red light, 0.5 hours of red light, 45.5 hours
of darkness; C) 1 hour of darkness, 1 hour of far-red
light, 0.5 hours of red light, 0.5 hours of far-red light,
45 hours of darkness; D) 1 hour of darkness, 1 hour of
far-red light, 0.5 hours of red light, 0.5 hours of far-red
light, 0.5 hours of red light, 44.5 hours of darkness;
E)1 hour of darkness, 1 hour of far-red light, 0.5 hours
of red light, 0.5 hours of far-red light, 0.5 hours of red
light, 0.5 hours of far-red light, 44 hours of darkness;
F) 48 hours of darkness; and G) 48 hours of ambient
light (fluorescent lamps and indirect light from a
nearby window). For all treatments, germination was
assessed 48 hours after the water was added to the dish.
Three replicates of this experiment were performed.
Arabidoposis seeds are slower to imbibe water and
germinate than are lettuce seeds. The initial hour of
darkness at the start of each of the light treatments
allowed the seeds to become fully imbibed before light
treatments began. Given equal amounts of red light the
Columbia ecotype has higher rates of germination than
Landsberg erecta ecotype (figure 5 & 6). One possible
future use of the PMBs is to compare the responses of
phytochrome mutants of Arabidopsis to varying
regimes of light.

96

92

100

81
Percent Germination

Percent Germination

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

80
60
40
17

20
2

1

0
0

Treatments

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Figure 5. Effect of red and far-red light on the
germination of Arabidopsis thaliana variety Columbia
seeds. The light treatments were: A -- 1 hour darkness,
1 hour far-red, 46 hours darkness; B -- 1 hour
darkness, 1 hour of far-red, 0.5 hours red, 45.5 hours
darkness; C -- 1 hour darkness, 1 hour far-red, 0.5
hours red, 0.5 hours far-red, 45 hours darkness; D -- 1
hour darkness, 1 hour far-red, 0.5 hours red, 0.5 hours
far-red, 0.5 hours red, 44.5 hours darkness; E --1 hour
darkness, 1 hour far-red, 0.5 hours red, 0.5 hours farred, 0.5 hours red, 0.5 hours far-red, 44 hours
darkness; F -- 48 hours darkness; G – 48 hours
ambient light (fluorescent lamps and indirect light from
a nearby window).
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Figure 6.
Effect of red and far-red light on
Arabidposis thaliana variety Landsberg erecta.
Treatments were the same as in figure 5, but using the
Landsberg erecta variety instead of the Columbia
variety of Arabidopsis thaliana.

Length (cm)

Percent Germination

number of quanta (photons) of light. Regardless of the
units used, it is important to differentiate between
fluence rate and fluence. Fluence rate is the energy (or
photons) striking a surface in given amount of time.
Fluence is the total energy (or photons) striking a
surface. So fluence rate is measured in joules*m-2 *s -1
or µmol of photons*m-2 *s -1 , whereas fluence is
measured in units of joules*m-2 or µmol of
photons*m2 .
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De-etoliation and Hypocotyl Elongation of Lettuce
Seedlings
Seed germination is only one of many stages of
plant development that are controlled by light. For
example, seedlings grown in total darkness will lack
chlorophyll and have long thin hypocotyls. PMBs were
used to test which color of light promotes chlorophyll
synthesis and inhibits hypocotyl elongation. Two
sheets of filter paper were placed in each of twelve
10cm diameter petri dishes. Ten lettuce seeds and 5ml
of water were added to each dish. The dishes were
covered and immediately sealed in separate PMBs.
The red LED was turned on for one hour (to stimulate
germination) and then all LEDs were turned off for an
additional 71 hours. For the next 24 hours the seeds
were exposed to one of four treatments: 24 hours of
blue light, 24 hours of red light, 24 hours of far-red
light or 24 hours darkness. The boxes were then
opened, the length of the hypocotyl was measured and
the color of the cotyledons was noted. The cotyledons
of the far-red and dark treated seeds were yellow, the
cotyledons of the blue and red treated seeds were pale
green. Far-red and blue light both inhibited hypocotyl
elongation relative to the dark controls, but red light
had little effect on hypocotyl elongation (fig 7). A
number of variations of this experiment are possible.
Controlling Quantity of Light
Photobiologists are concerned not only, with
which color of light induces a response, but also how
much light is needed to induce a response. Quantities
of light can be defined either in terms of the amount of
energy (joules or watts) contained in the light or in the

BLUE

RED

FAR-RED

DARK

Figure 7 The hypoctyl length of dark grown lettuce
seedlings after exposure to 24 hours of blue, red or farred light.

Historically the Bunson-Roscoe law of reciprocity
was thought to apply to most, if not all, photobiological
reactions. The law of reciprocity states that the degree
of response is proportional to fluence regardless of
fluence rate. The causal explanation of the law of
reciprocity, assumes that photochemical reactions are
triggered by the absorption of photons, and therefore
the more photons absorbed the greater the response. Of
course, if fluence rates are so high that all possible
photon-absorption-sites are saturated with photons at
all times, increasing the fluence rate even further will
not induce a greater response.
Today we recognize that there are major
exceptions to the “law” of reciprocity. Most
phototropic responses obey the law as long as fluences
are low, but depart from the law when both fluences
and fluence rates are high (Zimmermann and Briggs
1963; Salsibury and Ross 1996).
Phytochrome
mediated responses can be divided into very low
fluence responses (VLFR), low fluence responses
(LFR) and high irradiance responses (HIR) (Mandoli
and Briggs 1981; Heim and Schäfer 1984; Botto et al.
1995; Salsibury and Ross 1996). Phytochrome A
appears to mediate VLFRs and , phytochrome B & C
may meditiate LFRs and HIRs (Qin et al. 1997).
However, if only a single pigment is involved in
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The Length of Exposure and Germination of Light
Sensitive Lettuce Seeds
One method of changing the fluence is to vary
exposure time but keep fluence rate constant. When
provided with a constant current and kept at near
constant temperatures LEDs emit light at near constant
fluence rates. Therefore, doubling the time an LED is
on will result in nearly doubling the fluence. This
allows the researcher to make inferences about the
effect of change in fluence without having to
accurately measure fluence rates. However it should be
noted, that even given the same current, different LEDs
may emit light at different fluence rates. Therefore,
caution should be taken in comparing the effects of
length of exposure to different LEDs. My experience
with the PMBs is that for the purpose of teaching
laboratories, the differences between LEDs can be
ignored; however the more sophisticated researcher
could control for such errors by replicating the
experiment using a randomized block design to control
for differences between PMBs.
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Figure 9 The effect of short exposures of far-red light
on lettuce seeds previously exposed to one hour of red
light. The light treatments were: A -- 1 hour red, 2
minutes far-red, 22 hours 58 minutes darkness; B -- 1
hour red, 4 minutes far-red, 22 hour, 56 minutes
darkness; C -- 1 hour red, 8 minutes far-red, 22 hours
52 minutes darkness; D -- 1 hour red, 16 minutes farred, 22 hours 44 minutes darkness; E -- 1 hour red, 32
minutes far-red, 22 hours 28 minutes darkness; F – 24
hours darkness; G – 24 hours ambient light
(fluorescent lamps and indirect light from a nearby
window). All potentiometers were adjusted to maximize
the light emission from the LEDs.
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seed germination following exposure to far-red light
(fig. 8.), or to inhibit lettuce seed germination after
exposure to red light (fig. 9). Only a few minutes were
needed to saturate the pigments and reverse the effects
of the previous hour of exposure. It should be noted
that this data represents a single measure from each of
five different PMBs and therefore differences between
the LEDs could contribute to the pattern observed here.

Percent Germination

mediating a response it is likely that there is a range of
fluences within which the law of reciprocity will hold.
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Figure 8 The effect of short exposures of red light on
lettuce seeds previously exposed to one hour of far-red
light. The light treatments were: A – 1 hour far-red, 23
hours darkness; B – 1 hour far-red, 2 minutes red, 22
hour, 58 minutes darkness; C -- 1hour far-red, 4
minutes red, 22 hours 56 minutes darkness; D -- 1
hour far-red, 8 minutes red, 22 hours 52 minutes
darkness; E – 1 hour far-red, 16 minutes red, 22 hours
44 minutes darkness; F – 24 hours darkness; G – 24
hours ambient light (fluorescent lamps and indirect
light from a nearby window) for 24 hours. All
potentiometers were adjusted to maximize the light
emission from the LEDs.

Using the PMBs, I have investigated the
minimum exposure time necessary to promote lettuce
10
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The Law of Reciprocity and Lettuce Seed
Germination
The other method of controlling fluence is to vary
fluence rate and keep exposure times constant. This
requires the use of a “light meter” to measure fluence
rates accurately. For the moment, I will assume that
the reader has access to an “appropriate” light meter
and discuss its use with PMBs. I have modified the
bottom half of one of the boxes of a PMB by drilling a
hole in the center of the bottom plate. The hole has
diameter slightly larger than the aperture of my light
sensor, but smaller than the case of the sensor. Grey
weather-seal-tape is glued around the outside edge of
the hole. A spring-loaded clamp is used to press the
light sensor against the weather seal creating a light–
tight seal. Thus I have created a light sensor box that is
identical to the bottom half of the other boxes with the
exception that it has light sensor mounted where the
petri-dish would normally set.

Percent Germination

To calibrate the fluence rate for a PMB box I
attach the top half of a PMB to the light sensor box,
turn on an LED, and use the potentiometer and light
meter to adjust the light to the desired fluence rate. The
LED can then be turned off, and the PMB box can be
reattached to its own bottom half. As long as the
potentiometer is not readjusted when current is restored
to the LED will emit light at the previously measured
fluence rate. This can be verified by measuring the
fluence rate before and after an experiment. Because
the amount of current provided by batteries declines
with use it is recommended to use Radio Shack’s 9Volt Battery Eliminator instead of a battery for this
application.
PMBs can be used to demonstrate that fluence
rather than fluence rate is the critical variable in
determining seed germination. Three experiments were
performed. In all three experiments, 30 Ward’s lightsensitive lettuce seeds were placed on two sheets of
filter paper in a 10cm diameter petri-dish, 5ml of
deionized water were added to each dish and the dish
was immediately sealed in a PMB box. The red LED
was then turned on for one hour. Immediately after the
red treatment the far-red LED was turned on, but how

long it was turned on varied between treatments. In all
three experiments, seed germination was assayed 24
hours after the seeds were sealed in the PMB.
In the first experiment the fluence rate was varied
and the length of irradiance was held constant at 10
minutes. To accomplish this prior to use of each PMB,
the fluence rate of the far-red LED was adjusted to a
given value in a range between 0.5 and 16ìmol*m-2 *s 1
. The light meter used was an International Light,
IL1400A with a far-red filter and calibrated to measure
light with a peak wavelength of 735nm. The far-red
fluence was then calculated by multiplying the fluence
rate by the seconds of irradiance. The results are
graphed on figure 10 as triangles. In the second
experiment, the fluence rate of the far-red LED was
adjusted to approximately 5ìmol*m-2 *s -1 and the length
of irradiance was varied from 1 minute to 32 minutes.
The results are graphed on figure 10 as diamonds. In
the third experiment, the fluence rate of the far-red
LED was adjusted to approximately 10ìmol*m-2 *s -1
and the length of irradiance was varied from 15
seconds to 16 minutes. The results are graphed on
figure 10 as squares.
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Figure 10 Lettuce seeds were exposed to one hour of red light and then to varying fluences of far-red light. Percent
germination was recorded 24 hours after the start of the light treatments. Diamonds indicate samples that were
exposed to a fluence rate of approximately 5ìmol*m-2 *s-1 and the length of irradiance varied from 1 to 32 minutes.
Squares indicate samples that exposed to a fluence rate of approximately 10ìmol*m-2 *s-1 and the length of
irradiance varied from 15 seconds to 16 minutes. Triangles indicate samples for which the length of irradiance was
approximately 10 minutes and the fluence rate was varied from 0.5 to 16ìmol*m-2 *s-1 .
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Arcsin Transformation of Percent
Germination

The law of reciprocity predicts equal fluences will
result in equal responses despite difference in fluence
rates. While there is some scatter in the data, they are
generally consistent with the hypothesis (fig 10). At
equal fluences, the seeds exposed to 10µmol*m-2 *s -1 do
not consistently have higher or lower germination rates
than those exposed 5µmol*m-2 *s -1 .
A statistically knowledgeable student might wish
to formally test the hypothesis that the slopes of the
regression lines are equal. Percentages are not
continuous normally distributed variables. An arcsin
transformation of the proportion of seeds germinated

five
y = -0.9195x + 3.6775
2
R = 0.8256

creates a variable that more closely meets the
assumptions of parametric statistics. The log of fluence
and the arcsin transformed variable are linearly related
(fig. 11). Sokal and Rohlf describe a method of testing
whether a population of slopes of regression lines are
statistically different (Sokal and Rohlf 1995). Applying
that method finds that the slopes are not significantly
different (F(2,77)=0.831 p=0.439), which is consistent
with the prediction of the law of reciprocity.

ten
y = -0.7467x + 2.9749
R2 = 0.7252
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y = -0.8875x + 3.5788
R2 = 0.85
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Figure 11 Symbols the same as figure 10. Percent germination was arcsin transformed and plotted against the log
of the fluence. Dashed lines indicate best-fit regression lines. The slopes of these lines are not statistically different.

Light Meters and Measuring Fluence Rates
The light meter used in the experiment described
above was a research quality instrument and therefore
relatively expensive (≅$2000). The author recognizes
that such instruments are not available in most
undergraduate teaching laboratories. If used with an
understanding of their limitations, the instruments more
typically available in undergraduate laboratories may
be suitable for use in student exercises.
For example, light meters that report light
intensity in units of footcandles or lux are typically
designed to mimic the sensitivity of the human eye.
They contain filters to remove wavelengths that are
outside the visible range, and the sensor and circuit are
designed to respond based on how bright the light
12
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appears to the human eye, not the amount of energy in
the light or the number of photons in the light. These
meters may be used to make relative measurements of
light intensity, and that may be sufficient for teaching
purposes.
Plant physiology labs are often equipped with
Photosynthetically Available Radiation (PAR) meters.
PAR meters are equipped with filters that only allow
400-700nm wavelengths to reach the sensor.
Obviously PAR meters should not be used to attempt to
quantify fluence rates of far-red light (730nm). They
can be used to measure the relative intensity red and
blue lights. PAR meters are designed to measure
sunlight or wide-band white light. Using a PAR meter
to measure narrow band light will introduce

inaccuracies. In general, for a given wavelength the
fluence rate of the light and the output of a PAR meter
will be linearly related, but the slope of the linear
relationship will vary among wavelengths. Therefore
PAR meters can be used to return the relative fluence
rates of red and blue LEDS but not to compare the
absolute fluence rates of red to blue LEDs.
Many undergraduate labs are now equipped with
computer-data-acquisition systems (such as those by
Iworx, Pasco and Vernier) and many of those systems
will include a light sensor. If the sensor is not encased
behind a colored filter, it can probably be used to
measure relative fluence rates of blue, red or far-red
LEDs. Most such sensors will respond linearly to
increased fluence rates regardless of wavelength but
the slope of the linear relationships may be different
depending upon wavelength.
All the above methods allow relative comparisons
within wavelengths but not absolute comparisons
among wavelengths. In many cases relative
comparisons will be sufficient for teaching purposes.
The author does not know of an inexpensive light
meter that is calibrated to allow absolute measurements
of narrow-band light in each of the blue, red, and farred bands. However, such a system need not be too
costly. Many inexpensive electronic sensors are
available that would be sufficient for this use. No
special optics or filters are needed in this application
since the sensor can be enclosed in a box where only
narrow band radiation will be present. The major
difficulty is calibration of the sensor at each of the
wavelengths, against a source of known fluence rate or
against a previously calibrated meter. For example, the
author has built and began to test a light-meter based
upon Texas Instruments TSL230B light-to-frequencyconverter integrated-circuit-chip. This meter contains
less than $50 of parts and connects to the parallel port
of a computer. Preliminary tests suggest that the
home-made meter performs more than adequately for
its intended use. It is hoped that in the near future this
or some other inexpensive solution will be made
commercially available.
Future Plans
I plan to continue to improve and develop the
PMBs for use as teaching and research aids. The
development of reliable and inexpensive light meters
for use with the system is a top priority. A second
priority is to develop more protocols and experiments
for use with the PMBs. These should include exercises
in phototropism, an exe rcise involving plant hormones,
and an exercise involving phytochrome mutants.
A third goal is to improve the design of the PMBs
themselves. While the current design works well, it
could be improved. The switches currently used are
among the least expensive available, but they have two
weaknesses. The switches are open so dust can collect
between the contacts causing the switch to fail. The

switches are also square, requiring a square opening to
be machined in the top cover. Toggle switches are
more expensive, but they easier to install and the
contacts are sealed.
The design could be improved to make
adjustment of fluence rates easier. Under the current
design, if the potentiometer is nearly all the way open,
a small adjustment of the potentiometer results in large
changes in fluence rate. If the potentiometer is partially
closed, a small adjustment of the potentiometer results
in small changes in fluence rate. The use of an
adjustable voltage regulator and a different
arrangement of potentiometers would both improve
battery life and make adjustment of fluence rates
easier.
In the current design the LEDs are hardwired and
the only way to remove, replace or substitute an LED is
to open the box and snip wires. It might be worthwhile
to mount the LEDs in a socket that would allow easy
removal, and substitution of the LEDs. This would
allow the substitution of green, yellow and orange or
even white LEDs for the ones currently installed,
making the PMBs even more versatile. The suggested
design changes may increase the cost of the PMBs
slightly.
Conclusions
In this paper I have described a system for
controlling light quality and quantity and gave some
examples of experiments that can be performed using
that system. The system is easy to use, and does not
require dark rooms or special equipment to perform
most experiments.
The system is compact, and
requires relatively little bench or storage space.
The system is versatile. In addition to the
experiments I have described here there is the potential
for many more experiment to be performed. For
example, preliminary observations suggest that the blue
LED can induce phototropic responses, and with minor
modification (placing black paper over the reflective
backs and sides) PMBs should be useful in conducting
many different phototropic experiments.
Seed
germination, hypocotyl elongation and de-etiolation are
only three of many different attributes of plant
development controlled by light (for reviews see Mohr
1982; Schopfer 1984; Chory et al. 1996), PMBs might
be useful in investigating many of those other
attributes. Recently, the elongated internode mutant of
Brassica rapa was recognized to be a phytochrome A
mutant (Devlin et al. 1997).
There are many
Arabidopsis mutants that are impaired in phytochrome
or cryptochrome function. PMBs could be used to
compare the development of wild-type and mutant
genotypes in varying light environments.
The
germination of light-sensitive lettuce seeds is normally
inhibited by exposure to far-red light, but if lettuce
seeds are first exposed to smoke, far-red light does not
to inhibit germination (Drewes et al. 1995; van Staden
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et al. 1995; Jäger et al. 1996a, b, c). I have been using
the PMBs to investigate the chemical and genetic basis
of the effects of smoke on the responses of light
sensitive seeds.
The system is relatively inexpensive. All the
experiments described in this paper were performed
with a total of twelve PMBs. The parts for those
twelve PMBs cost less than $400, even with the
addition of a dozen 9-volt battery eliminators (≅ $7
each) the cost remains under $500. The number of
PMBs needed for use in a teaching laboratory would,
of course, depend on the number students in the lab and
how the teacher intends to use the PMBs. If the entire
class participates in a single un-replicated experiment,

five or six PMBs would be sufficient to demonstrate
photoreversible germination of lettuce seeds. If the
teacher wants more student involvement, a single PMB
for each student would allow for large, complex and
replicated experiments in which each student was
responsible for a single data-point. I do not yet know
the useful life span of a PMB (i.e. none have failed),
but PMBs should be re-useable for many years.
It is hoped that other instructors will find the
PMBs to be a useful and economical tool for
undergraduate research and teaching.
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Call for Nominations
President-Elect & Steering Committee Members
ACUBE members are requested to nominate individuals for the office of President-Elect and two at large
positions on the ACUBE Steering Committee.
If you wish to nominate a member of ACUBE for a position, send a Letter of Nomination to the chair of the
Nominations Committee: Dr. Nancy Sanders, Division of Science, Truman State University, Kirksville, MO
63501-0828, Voice -- (816) 785-4619 FAX (816) 785-4045, E-mail -- sc26@nemo.mus.edu

ACUBE 44th Annual Meeting
Indiana State University
Terre Haute, IN
October 15-17, 2000
Biology in Context:
Real Life Science

Call for Applications

John Carlock Award
This Award was established to encourage biologists in the early stages of their professional careers to
become involved with and excited by the profession of biology teaching. To this end, the Award provides
partial support for graduate students in the field of Biology to attend the Fall Meeting of ACUBE.
Guidelines:
The applicant must be actively pursuing graduate work in Biology. He/she must have the support of
an active member of ACUBE. The Award will help defray the cost of attending the Fall meeting of
ACUBE. The recipient of the Award will receive a certificate or plaque that will be presented at the
annual banquet; and the Executive Secretary will provide the recipient with letters that might be useful in
furthering her/his career in teaching.
Application:
Applications, in the form of a letter, can be submitted anytime during the year. The application letter
should include a statement indicating how attendance at the ACUBE meeting will further her/his
professional growth and be accompanied by a letter of recommendation from a member of ACUBE. Send
application information to:
Dr. William J. Brett, Department of Life Sciences, Indiana State University, Terre Haute, IN 47809;
Voice -- (812) 237-2392 FAX (812) 237-4480; E-mail -- lsbrett@scifac.indstate.edu
If you wish to contribute to the John Carlock Award fund, please send check to: Dr. Pres Martin,
Executive Secretary, ACUBE, Department of Biology, Hamline University, 1536 Hewitt Ave., St. Paul,
MN 55104.
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Measurement of Mutation to Antibiotic
Resistance: Ampicillin Resistance
in Serratia marcescens
*Pryce L. Haddix, Eric T. Paulsen and Terry F. Werner
Harris -Stowe State College
3026 Laclede Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63103

Abstract: The public health problem of antibiotic resistance is becoming a major threat to modern
medicine. We have chosen the biological phenomenon of ampicillin resistance in the Gramnegative bacterium Serratia marcescens to design a laboratory exercise to illustrate this problem.
Our exercise is an adaptation of the Luria- Delbrück fluctuation test, a quantitative measure of
spontaneous mutation rate. We show that the mutation rate of S. marcescens to ampicillin
resistance at 25 micrograms antibiotic per milliliter is approximately 2.3 x 10-6 mutations per cell
division event. This exercise is a quantitative illustration of microbial evolution, and it is
adaptable to classes of ten or more students.
Key words:
Serratia marcescens; antibiotic resistance; Luria-Delbrück fluctuation test;
spontaneous mutation
*Corresponding author. Address: Harris -Stowe State College, 3026 Laclede Ave., St. Louis,
MO 63103 USA. phone: (314) 340-3564; e-mail: haddixp@hssc.edu

INTRODUCTION
Antibiotics are the drugs of choice for the
treatment of bacterial infections. Bacterial resistance
to antibiotic therapy, however, is becoming a major
threat to modern medicine. Scientists are not certain
exactly how this problem arose, but current thinking
seems to favor continued use of these drugs to treat
infections. In this scenario, antibiotics have acted as
Darwinian selective agents, killing susceptible
organisms and allowing the expansion of the drug
resistant variants in the population.
The biological mechanisms which lead to an
antibiotic resistant phenotype are diverse, but they can
be classified into three general categories (Dever &
Dermody, 1991). First, bacterial enzymes can actively
degrade the drug. Resistance to the beta-lactam
antibiotic ampicillin (Ap), for instance, can be
mediated by the enzyme beta-lactamase. Ap normally
functions as an irreversible inhibitor of transpeptidase
enzymes, whose function is to cross-link structural
components of the bacterial cell wall. Beta-lactamase
enzymes hydrolyze beta-lactam rings and render such
antibiotics incapable of reacting with bacterial
transpeptidase enzymes. Another example is the

aminoglycoside antibiotic kanamycin, a bacterial
protein synthesis inhibitor. Enzymes conferring the
kanamycin-resistant phenotype inactivate the drug by
covalent attachment of a phosphate or other group.

Second, bacteria can develop mutations that
render the target molecule unable to interact with the
antibiotic. Streptomycin (Sm) is an aminoglycoside
antibiotic effective against a wide variety of bacteria.
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Spontaneous streptomycin-resistant E. coli can be
selected under laboratory conditions (Miller 1972).
Resistance to this protein synthesis inhibitor maps to
the rpsL gene, which encodes a ribosomal protein
(Hershey 1987; Davis 1987). Another example is the
DNA gyrase inhibitor nalidixic acid. DNA gyrase is a
supercoiling enzyme which modifies DNA topology,
and it is essential for DNA replication. Nalidixic acid
inhibits gyrase action by stably binding a gyrase/DNA
reaction intermediate (Drlica 1987). Nalidixic acid
resistance mutations in E. coli map to the structural
genes for both gyrase subunits.
Mutants have
presumably lost the ability to bind nalidixic acid, and
they can be isolated at high frequency (Miller 1972).
Finally, changes in bacterial cell permeability to
an antibiotic can confer antibiotic resistance.
Ampicillin resistance (Apr) in Gram-negative bacteria
can arise from mutations in outer membrane proteins.
Outer membrane porin proteins normally act as
molecular sieves, allowing the diffusion of molecules
into the cell according to charge and size. Apr mutants
of this type have a reduced ability to transport the drug
into the cell (Bush 1997; Dever & Dermody 1991).
The Luria-Delbrück fluctuation test is a classic
quantitative measure of spontaneous mutation rate
(Maloy et al. 1987). Multiple broth cultures of the
bacterium under study are plated separately on
selective medium. Individual mutant cells present in
the broth cultures give rise to individual mutant
colonies, while the nonmutant cells from each culture
are killed. The fluctuation test derives its name from
the observation that the separate cultures, each begun
from a very small inoculum and each containing
roughly the same number of cells, produce different
numbers of mutant colonies. This fluctuation in mutant
numbers indicates that mutation is a low probability
event which occurs at random. Mutations occurring
early in the growth of the broth culture will produce a
higher mutant colony yield through the production of
daughter cells before plating. This test assumes that
the mutation under study is essentially neutral during
growth in broth culture; that is, it does not create a
growth advantage or disadvantage before plating on
selective medium. This test also assumes that mutant
reversion to the wild phenotype does not occur under
normal testing conditions.
The mathematical derivation of the LuriaDelbrück equation calculating mutation rate is an
adaptation of the Poisson probability distribution. The
Poisson distribution quantifies the probability of
success over an extremely large number of trials with a
very small chance of success at each trial. A general
formula for the Poisson probability function is:
e-µ (µ) x / x! = P(x)
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where µ = the average number of successes over a
large number of trials; x = the number of successes, and
P(x) is the probability of observing x successes.
This probability function may be applied to the
calculation of mutation rate as follows. Let us consider
that a “success” in our system is the appearance of a
mutant cell, and a “trial” is simply a cell division event.
Let us also define N as the total number of cell division
events. The quantity N + 1 therefore equals the total
number of cells in a population derived from one
parent cell. Since N is a very large number, it may be
approximated by the total number of cells from one
culture exposed to selective conditions during the
experiment. Further, we define m as the mutation rate,
the number of mutants produced during growth from
one (nonmutant) cell divided by the number of cell
division events.
Consequently, units for m are
mutants•division-1 . Under these circumstances, the
quantity N• m represents the average number of
mutants in a population derived from the ongoing
division of one parent cell and its progeny. N•m is
therefore functionally equivalent to the µ of the
Poisson distribution function, and we may make the
following substitution:
e-Nm (Nm) x / x! = P(x)
Let us now consider the probability of getting no
mutants at all (x = 0) after a large number of cell
divisions. This greatly simplifies our equation since
(mN)0 and 0! are both equal to 1.
e-Nm = P(0)
Taking the natural log of both sides gives:
-Nm ln(e) = ln P(0)
Since ln e = 1,
-Nm = ln P(0)
And finally,
m = -(1/N) ln P(0)

[equation 1]

Values for N and P(0) must be experimentally
determined. Again, N is approximated by the number
of cells from each culture plated on selective medium.
P(0) is simply the fraction of cultures which give no
mutant colonies on selective medium.
It should be noted that Luria and Delbrück (1943)
derived two equations for measuring mutation rate.
We have chosen the simpler equation, which relies
only on values for N and P(0) and not the number of
mutants recovered from each culture. Equations which
describe mutation rate as a function of the number of
mutants recovered from each culture must assume that
nonmutant and mutant bacteria multiply at the same

rate; this point must be verified experimentally. In
fact, data to be presented elsewhere show that one class
of Apr mutants multiplies significantly more slowly
than nonmutant cells.
We have adapted the Luria/Delbrück fluctuation
test to study the spontaneous mutation of the Gramnegative bacterium Serratia marcescens to ampicillin
resistance at 25 micrograms antibiotic per ml (µg/ml).
Our mutation system provides a fine laboratory
introduction to the concepts of antibiotic resistance and
spontaneous mutation, and it is easily adaptable to the
advanced high school and undergraduate biology
laboratories.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Serratia marcescens NIMA (American Type
Culture Collection # 29632) was used for all
fluctuation experiments. Strain NIMA produces the
red pigment prodigiosin, and it may be purchased
inexpensively as “S. marcescens D1” from Carolina
Biological Supply Company.
S. marcescens was
chosen for several reasons. S. marcescens is safe to
handle; it is pathogenic for only immunocompromised
individuals. This strain is naturally resistant to Sm
(Williams & Gott 1964), and Sm was included in at 25
µg/ml in 1.5% agar plates as a precaution against
unwanted bacterial contamination.
Finally, our
observation of a high rate of mutation to Apr makes S.
marcescens an ideal choice for the student laboratory.
In contrast, mutation of laboratory strains of E. coli to
streptomycin resistance requires exposure of at least
1010 cells to selective conditions (Miller 1972). Such
high cell numbers usually cannot be harvested without
the extra step of centrifugation.
Serratia cells were grown in nutrient broth
containing 0.5% maltose with shaking (aeration) at
30o C +/- 0.5o C using a Lab-Line model 3582 shaking
water bath. Saturated cultures were diluted to produce
an optical density at 620 nanometers (OD620 ) of
between 0.06 and 0.99 for calculation of cell density in
a Beckman model DU 640B spectrophotometer. Other

work has shown that OD620 readings vary directly with
cell concentration within this optical density range
(data not shown). The conversion factor 1.00 optical
density unit = 5.80 x 108 cells per ml was used for all
bacterial cell quantitation. Dehydrated bacteriological
media were purchased from VWR Scientific (Chicago,
IL), and other chemical reagents were purchased from
Sigma Chemical and Midwest Scientific (both of St.
Louis, MO). Antibiotics were diluted from 1000X
stocks in distilled water to a final concentration of 25
µg/ml. Antibiotics were added to cooled (ca. 55o C)
media after sterilization by autoclaving at 121o C for 20
minutes on the slow exhaust cycle.
Unwanted
bacterial cultures were sterilized in the autoclave
before disposal. The diluent phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) was used at 1X after dilution from a 10X stock
and sterilization. 10X PBS is 80 g NaCl, 2 g KCl, 14.4
g Na 2 HPO4 , 2.4 g KH2 PO4 in 1 liter of distilled water
at pH 7.0 to 7.4.
S. marcescens was cultured in nutrient broth +
0.5% maltose. Maltose was included as the carbon
source because nutrient broth + 0.5% glucose did not
promote either growth to high cell density (OD620 >
8.0) or strong prodigiosin expression (data not shown).
Other rich media, such as LB (Miller 1972) can
substitute for nutrient broth with maltose.
Each fluctuation test began with a pregrowth of
Serratia marcescens in nutrient broth + 0.5% maltose.
The single culture was shaken overnight at 30o C until
strong prodigiosin expression was apparent by the
culture’s dense growth and deep red color. This
culture was subjected to serial tenfold dilution in sterile
growth medium to give 1,000 to 10,000 cells per ml.
0.10 ml of the proper dilution, containing 100 to 1000
cells, was added to each of ten 125 ml Erlenmeyer
flasks containing 10 ml of sterile medium. These cells
constituted the parent populations for each culture.
These ten flasks were shaken at 30o C until strong
prodigiosin
production
was
observed
after
approximately 24 hours, and they were harvested for
plating as described below.
Two controls were included for the parent
populations in each flask. Cells numbering ten times
the parent inocula were plated on both Sm and Sm +
Ap containing medium. These were the “parent
population nonselective” and “parent population
selective” controls, respectively. The nonselective
control ensured the viability of the parent inocula, and
the selective control assayed for the presence of
mutants in these parent inocula.
After growth to high prodigiosin expression from
less than 1000 cells, a sample from each culture was
diluted up to 1:1000 into cold, sterile PBS on ice. This
procedure was used to halt cell division before plating.
A second sample of each culture was diluted 1:20 into
sterile medium for spectrophotometric quantitation of
cell number. The optical density measurement was
used to calculate the volume of PBS-diluted culture
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that would give the desired number of cells for plating.
This volume, usually between 0.100 and 0.300 ml, was
spread to dryness on a nutrient agar + 0.5% maltose +
Sm plate. This plate served as a viability control, while
a second plate additionally containing Ap served as the
experimental selective plate. These volumes were
plated using a 40-200-microliter (µl) micropipettor
with 1-µl calibrations. Plates were incubated for
approximately 24 hours at 300 C, and they were scored
for type of growth and number of colonies.
For best results, S. marcescens should be grown
with shaking (aeration) to high density in nutrient broth
+ 0.5% maltose or other rich medium. Deep red
pigmentation is a good visual indicator of high cell
density near stationary phase. Strict temperature
control, however, is not needed because S. marcescens
grows well and produces pigment at temperatures up to
approximately 30o C. Dilution of dense, pigmented
cultures before selective plating is necessary to
increase the chance of obtaining no mutants for
mutation rate calculations.
The use of low
temperatures to stop cell division before plating is not
necessary under routine classroom conditions.
Teaching
labs
without
access
to
a
spectrophotometer for cell quantitation may still
perform mutation rate measurements by estimating the

stationary phase cell concentration at 5.8 x 109 cells per
ml. Begin the experiment by washing some growth
from a fresh S. marcescens slant and inoculating each
of ten cultures with 1 drop of cell suspension. Grow
the cultures with shaking in nutrient broth + 0.5%
maltose until strong prodigiosin expression is apparent.
Dilute each culture 1000 fold into sterile medium or
other diluent; the final cell concentration will be about
5.8 x 106 cells per ml. Spread 50 µl (ca. 2.9 x 105
cells) onto nonselective (Sm) and selective (Sm and
Ap) plates as usual.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows the results of four independent
fluctuation experiments. Data from experiments 2, 3
and 4 are useful for mutation rate calculations. The
average spontaneous mutation rate of S. marcescens
NIMA to resistance to 25 µg/ml ampicillin was found
to be 2.3 x 10-6 mutations per cell division. Viewed in
a different way, this is twenty-three mutants produced
during bacterial growth from a single cell to a
population of ten million cells. Although all of our
fluctuation experiments were done with ten cultures,
the number of cultures which can be used for a given
experiment is limited only by logistical constraints.

TABLE 1: FLUCTUATION TESTS FOR MUTATION OF Serratia marcescens TO 25 ug/ml AMPICILLIN
RESISTANCE. Numbers in the rows labeled “culture” represent colony counts on selective Sm + Ap plates.
“TNTC” is used for resolvable colonies too numerous to count. “Lawn” indicates nearly uniform growth across the
entire spread surface of the plate. A dash indicates no growth. Viability controls on nonselective (Sm) medium for
all cultures in all experiments were positive for lawn or dense colony growth (data not shown). The value marked
with an asterisk was calculated with an estimated minimal P(0) value of 0.1.
Experiment #
# cells plated, N
Parent population nonselective control
Parent population selective control
Culture 1
Culture 2
Culture 3
Culture 4
Culture 5
Culture 6
Culture 7
Culture 8
Culture 9
Culture 10
P(0)
mutation rate, m

1
5.0 x 107
Lawn
----313
332
331
TNTC
TNTC
245
255
TNTC
TNTC
TNTC
< 0.1
> 4.6 x 10-8 *

Table 1 also shows that the number of Apr
colonies per culture generally decreases as the number
of cells plated decreases. This result should be kept in
20
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2
1.0 x 106
Lawn
----7
7
2
12
-4
5
4
14
1
0.1
2.3 x 10-6

3
5.0 x 105
Lawn
----3
1
1
1
1
1
1
---0.3
2.4 x 10-6

4
3.0 x 105
Lawn
----9
1
--1
1
-134
--0.5
2.3 x 10-6

mind when designing classroom exercises. If the aim
of the exercise is to show a fluctuation in the number of
mutant colonies recovered, it is better to plate higher

numbers of cells (e.g., 1.0 x 107 ). Alternatively, if the
aim is to calculate mutation rate, lower cell numbers
should be plated (e.g., 1.0 x 105 to 1.0 x 106 ) so that
some selective plates will show no growth. When 2.3
x 10-6 is used for m in equation 1, the useful range of
values for N cells plated from ten cultures is 4.6 x 104
to 1.0 x 106 . Said another way, the number of cells
plated from each of ten cultures should fall in this
range in order to produce at least one plate with no
mutants for the purposes of mutation rate calculation.
We have found that scoring the plates for mutant
colonies is best done after 24 hours of incubation at
30o C. Cells which were mutant at the time of plating
give rise to colonies of up to ca. 1 mm in diameter after
24 hours of incubation. Generally, mutant colony
pigmentation is not well developed after 24 hours. At
later times Apr colony pigmentation was variable, but
most often the larger colonies were either red or white
while the smaller ones were white.
Some selection plates which showed no growth
up to 24 hours showed small colonies at later times.
Because such colonies were probably derived from
cells that were not Apr at the time of plating, they were
not considered for the calculation of mutation rate.
One recently studied selection system allows the
development of microcolonies of initially nonmutant
cells on selective plates (Andersson et al. 1998). The
apparent mechanism giving rise to such cells is
amplification of nonmutant genes which produces a
low but sufficient level of mutant protein through

errors in translation.
At some point during
microcolony development mutation creates a cell
which is capable of rapid growth under selective
conditions; this leads to colony development. Perhaps
a similar phenomenon is operative here.
We have adapted the Luria-Delbrück fluctuation
test to measure the mutation frequency of a normally
nonpathogenic organism, Serratia marcescens, to
ampicillin resistance.
This laboratory exercise is
quantitative in nature, and it clearly illustrates the
phenomenon of spontaneous mutation and its random
occurrence. Theoretically, mutation rate measurements
may be performed with any number of cultures; this
exercise is readily adaptable for ten or more students.
We use this system routinely in undergraduate biology
laboratory classes, and it is our hope that this exercise
can be adapted to the high-school biology classroom as
well.
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Site of the 44th annual ACUBE fall meeting
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The story of Indiana State University is one of growth in response to increased and changing societal needs. It is
also a story that is built on a sense of partnership with the local community and the state of Indiana. The institution
was founded in 1865 as the Indiana State Normal School. The city of Terre Haute offered $50,000 and land valued
at $25,000 to be the site of the new Normal School. When classes began on January 6, 1870, 21 students were
enrolled and faculty numbered five. When fire destroyed the Normal School on April 9, 1888, Terre Haute again
offered its support, appropriating $50,000 for rebuilding. In the interim, classes were held in local churches and
schools.
As the Normal School developed, it began offering collegiate level course work, including a master's degree
program. In recognition of this growth, the Indiana General Assembly changed the name of the School to Indiana
State Teachers College in 1929.
Following World War II and into the 1950s, enrollment increased and the undergraduate and graduate curricula
increased tremendously as hundreds of courses were added. Doctoral programs were added in the 1960s.
Emblematic of the school's growing stature it became Indiana State College in 1961.
On February 8, 1965, the institution achieved university status and became Indiana State University with the
signing of a bill by Indiana's governor. At that time, the University included a School of Education, School of
Nursing, School of Graduate Studies and the College of Arts and Sciences. By 1967, the School of Technology and
the School of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (now the School of Health and Human Performance) were
added.
Today, Indiana State University is a comprehensive, residential institution offering instruction at the associate,
bachelor's, master's, and doctoral levels. ISU has 650 faculty, 11,000 students, and 70,000 living alumni. Along
with the more than 125 majors it offers, the University seeks to extend knowledge through research, creative and
scholarly activities, and public service, which is primarily manifested through the formation of partnerships with
other educational institutions, government agencies, business and industry, and individuals.
The University is located in Terre Haute, a city of 60,000. Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, and Louisville are
within a three-hour drive, and Indianapolis is only an hour and a half away. The city offers a variety of shopping
areas, restaurants, and parks. Among Terre Haute's cultural attractions are the Terre Haute Symphony Orchestra,
Community Theatre, the Sheldon Swope Art Museum, the Eugene V. Debs Museum, and the Vigo County
Historical Society Museum.
Facts about ISU
• Small classes: Research
shows that 85 percent of
classes at ISU have 35 or
fewer students.
• Faculty
committed
to
teaching: At ISU, 81 percent
of classes are taught by fulltime faculty.
• More than 125 majors.
• Compact campus: Getting
from one point to another on
campus takes no more than
an eight-minute walk.
• Library services: With over
800,000 books and more
than 4,000 subscriptions to
magazines and journals.
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Writing About Biology: How Rhetorical Choices
Can Influence the Impact of a Scientific Paper
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ABSTRACT: A comparison of the landmark papers by Watson and Crick (1953) and Avery et al.
(1944) shows how different rhetorical choices can influence the impact of a scientific paper. The
paper by Watson and Crick revolutionized biology and remains a model of scientific rhetoric. In
contrast, the paper by Avery et al. reports equally important findings, but its impact was greatly
diminished because of rhetorical choices made by its authors. Together, these papers provide an
interesting and valuable case study for teaching students the importance of rhetoric and writing in
science.
KEYWORDS: DNA, writing, rhetoric, Watson, Crick, Avery

In 1953 James Watson and Francis Crick forever
changed our understanding of biology by publishing
their virtuoso paper entitled “Molecular structure of
nucleic acids: a structure for deoxyribose nucleic acid”
(Watson and Crick 1953).
That paper, which
described the double-helix structure of DNA, won
Watson and Crick a Nobel Prize, made them famous
worldwide, and gave birth to molecular biology (Stent
1980).
Watson and Crick’s work was remarkable, as
was the style in which it was reported. Unlike
virtually all other research reports of its time, the paper
by Watson and Crick was an accessible and
entertaining paper that -- in the tradition of Galileo
Galilee and Charles Darwin -- could be read and
understood by educated laypeople. It was a model of
scientific rhetoric (Halloran 1984) and its writing style
was revolutionary; the paper reads like no other
research report in modern science (e.g., see Moore
1994 and references therein). What made Watson and
Crick’s paper so important? Stated another way, was
the dramatic impact of Watson and Crick’s paper due
to its “writing style,” or was its effect solely due to its
“content”? To answer this question, I’ve compared
the paper by Watson and Crick with another seminal
but not nearly so famous paper in molecular biology
entitled “Studies on the chemical nature of the
substance inducing transformation of pneumococcal
types” by Oswald Avery, Colin MacLeod, and Maclyn
McCarty (Avery et al. 1944). Although analyses of
the paper by Watson and Crick have been presented
elsewhere (e.g., Halloran 1984; Moore 1994), no such

analysis has been made of the paper by Avery et al.,
despite the fact that the research reported in that paper
has been referred to by Nobel laureate Peter Medawar
as “the most interesting and portentous biological
experiment of the twentieth century,” and by fellow
Nobel laureate Joshua Lederberg as “the pivotal
discovery of twentieth-century biology” (Lederberg
1994). Indeed, the work of Avery et al. began the
modern era of genetics (Lederberg 1994). Despite its
importance, however, the work of Avery et al. did not
win a Nobel Prize and was not initially appreciated
outside of a relatively small group of researchers.
Even today, Avery et al. -- unlike Watson and Crick -are seldom mentioned in introductory biology
textbooks. Why did the paper by Watson and Crick
receive such acclaim and have such widespread
impact, while that of Avery et al. -- the paper on
which the work of Watson and Crick was based – was
unappreciated or ignored (McCarty 1985)? What can
we learn from these two papers about teaching
students the importance of effective writing in
biology?
The Work of Avery, MacLeod, and McCarty
The paper by Avery et al. (1944) was the first
published report that DNA is the hereditary material.
Avery et al. reported a series of thorough, meticulous,
and convincing studies of Streptococcus pneumoniae,
a bacterium that is often abundant in people suffering
from pneumonia. Here’s what Avery et al. reported:
Bacteria have inheritable features that are
associated with virulence. When DNA from
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a virulent strain of the bacterium was mixed
with cells of a less virulent strain, some (~1
x 10-4 ) of the bacteria developed
characteristics of the virulent strain. These
newly acquired traits were passed to all
offspring of the changed, or “transformed,”
bacteria. That is, the hereditary material of
dead bacteria could modify the hereditary
material of a living organism, indicating that
the hereditary material could move from one
clone to another in a cell-free extract.
The addition of enzymes that degrade
proteins and RNA (the other type of nucleic
acid) but not DNA did not affect the ability
of the “transforming substance” to transform
cells. Thus, the substance causing the
transformation was neither protein nor RNA.
This was a critical experiment and
conclusion, for most biologists at the time
believed that protein was the hereditary
material and that DNA lacked the specificity
to serve as hereditary material.
The addition of an enzyme that destroyed
DNA resulted in no transformation. This,
too, was consistent with the conclusion by
Avery et al. that the substance responsible
for transforming the bacteria was “a
deoxyribose-containing nucleic acid” -- that
is, DNA.
Avery et al. had isolated genes in pure chemical form,
and were the first scientists to show that genes are
made of DNA. By implication, the work of Avery et
al. also suggested that the genes of other organisms
(e.g., Drosophila, humans) were made of DNA. These
were landmark discoveries.
The Impact of the Work of Avery et al.
The work of Avery et al. was well-known (but
not well-appreciated; see below), overturned a
widespread assumption about genetics, and laid the
foundation for the subsequent work of Watson, Crick,
and many others (Lederberg 1994). The experiments
reported by Avery et al. were technically thorough and
their conclusions were well founded. Nevertheless,
the paper by Avery et al. was neither widely accepted
nor appreciated by most people in the scientific
community (e.g., see Freifelder and Malacinski 1993;
Darnell, Lodish, and Baltimore 1990) and did not have
an immediate transforming effect on biology or
genetics. The conclusions of Avery et al. were
referred to as “premature,” and many biologists (e.g.,
Alfred Hershey) continued to express reservations that
DNA was the hereditary material.
The Rhetorical Failures of Avery et al.
Why didn’t the work of Avery et al. receive, as
Francis Crick (Crick 1974) later claimed, “a very fair
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hearing,” while that of Watson and Crick had a
revolutionizing impact on science? A major reason
why the work of Avery et al. failed to have an
immediate and profound impact was the rhetorical
choices made by the authors. The consequences of
these rhetorical choices are dramatic and obvious
(Halloran 1984) when the work of Avery et al. (1944)
is compared with that of Watson and Crick (1953).
Conciseness. Watson and
Crick were extremely concise; their
paper is only about 900 words long.
Avery et al. were verbose; their
paper is about 7,500 words long.
Many great scientists have used
concise writing to increase the
impact of their work. For example,
Kornberg described the synthesis
of DNA with only about 430
words,
Lipman
described
coenzyme A with only about 250
words and one table, and Cournand
and Ranges described the first
catheterization of a human heart
with only about 950 words (Moore
1994; Schwager 1991).
For
comparison, the USDA’s directive
for pricing cabbage contains 15,629
words (Moore 1992).
Level of detail. Watson and Crick presented
only a sketch of their model, with a “minimum of
hedging” and “in simple terms, unmarred by any trace
of algebra” (Crick 1974). Avery et al. described in
painstaking detail how they arrived at their
conclusions. Whereas the paper by Watson and Crick
was accessible and relatively easy to read, even for
non-experts, the paper by Avery et al. is dense and
difficult to read, even for an expert.
Confidence of authors. Watson and Crick were
glibly confident of their conclusions; according to
Crick (Crick 1974), their presentation “leaves little
doubt” that Watson and Crick “thought they had a
good idea.” Avery et al. seemed hesitant to make
conclusions, and Avery himself had “nagging doubts”
about whether they were right (McCarty 1985).
Whereas Watson and Crick exuded confidence, Avery
et al. were “reserved” and “low key” (McCarty 1985).
The glib style of Watson and Crick annoyed and even
offended many scientists. Erwin Chargaff, whose
findings Watson and Crick used when formulating
their model, became an outspoken critic of Watson
and Crick (Chargaff 1968, 1974). Another critic
commented, “That in our day such pygmies throw
such giant shadows only shows how late in the day it
has become” (Judson 1978).
Forcefulness of presentation.
Watson and
Crick stated their thesis in their paper’s opening
sentence (“We wish to suggest a structure for the salt
of deoxyribose nucleic acid [D.N.A.].”). Avery et al.

did not state their thesis in their opening paragraph,
and did not mention DNA until about halfway through
their paper.
Importance of work. Watson and Crick
proclaimed their work as important in their paper’s
second sentence (“This structure has novel features
which are of considerable biological interest.”).
Conversely, Avery et al. made no claims about the
importance of their work; instead, they described their
work as being merely a “more detailed analysis” of an
already well-known process.
Persuasiveness. Watson and Crick lured their
readers with first-person statements that emphasized
their activities (e.g., “We wish to put forward...” “We
wish to suggest...”) and, by implication, their rejection
of the supposition that data can speak for themselves.
Avery et al. used dull, agentless writing and passive
voice (e.g., “It may be shown that...” “It must be
decided whether...”) to imply that their conclusions
were produced without human intervention. Avery et
al. even referred to themselves abstractly as “the

writers.” Interestingly, one of Watson and Crick’s rare
uses of passive voice was in reference to their critic,
Erwin Chargaff (see above). Rather than cite Chargaff
by name, Watson and Crick wrote “It has been found
experimentally that...” thereby making Chargaff’s
contribution anonymous (Moore 1994).
Teaching Students the Importance of Writing and
Rhetoric in Science
Scientists must do more than present data and
facts; rather, scientists must persuade others by
making effective arguments. The papers by Avery et
al. and Watson and Crick provide excellent case
studies for how the rhetorical choices used to construct
those arguments affect the impact of a science paper.
Together, these papers provide an excellent foundation
for teaching students the importance of writing in
biology. When combined with the stories underlying
the discoveries (McCarty 1985; Watson 1980), these
papers can also introduce students to how science is
often done.
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Call for Abstracts
Association of College and University Biology Educators (ACUBE)
44th Annual Meeting
Indiana State University - Terre Haute, IN
Thursday October 12- Saturday October 14, 2000

Biology in Context: Real Life Science
Biology offers many windows through which to view the world. How can we use these windows to help all
our students, especially those not majoring in biology, connect the biology they learn in classrooms to the
rest of their lives so that they develop a meaningful and useful understanding of biology? Further, how
can we address the public's need to understand more about biology?
Presentations and workshops addressing other topics are welcome, but here are some
examples of possible presentations:
Integrating community, careers, and biology instruction
Integrating biology across disciplines
Connecting biology using current events
Using communication technologies effectively
Understanding and using the contexts that shape students' daily lives
International perspectives on biology teaching
Multicultural approaches to biology instruction
Reaching underserved students and the changing student population
Reaching the general public
Informing decision makers (e.g., school boards)
Historical trends in biology instruction as relates to the theme of biology in context.
We know that many of you have addressed these issues in creative ways. Please consider sharing your
ideas and techniques at the ACUBE 44th Annual Meeting in Terre Haute in 2000.
Send the completed form BEFORE July 1, 2000 to
Margaret Waterman, Biology Department, Southeast Missouri State University
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
Ph: (573) 651-2381 email waterman@biology.semo.edu
Proposed Title:________________________________________________________________________
Presentation type
(circle one)

90 minute workshop

Equipment/facility needs:

45 minute paper

_____ 35 mm slide projector
_____ Macintosh projection system
_____ PC projection system
_____ Other: (explain)

Poster
_____ Overhead projector
_____ Macintosh computer lab
_____ PC computer lab

Name of presenter : __________________________________________________________
Work address of presenter : ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Phone No. presenter : __________________

email ________________________________

Please include names and contact information for additional presenters on back
200 word abstract of session on back, please.
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Habitat Quality and the Distribution of Fish:
Are Fish ‘Ideal Free’?
Ruth A. Darling
Department of Biological Sciences
Westfield State College
Westfield, MA 01086

Abstract: The purpose of this behavioral ecology laboratory experiment is to test two predictions
of the ideal free distribution theory. In this laboratory exercise, students will expose a group of
fish to two prey patches that differ in profitability. Students will test the predictions that
competitors will distribute themselves such that: 1) the number of individuals per patch is
proportional to the fraction of resources in that patch, and 2) the intake per individual is equal
across all patches. Students can design their own experiment, set up the equipment, collect the
data, and analyze and interpret the results. This project is appropriate for ecology and animal
behavior courses as well as for introductory biology courses with a component providing students
with experience designing and conducting scientific experiments.
Key words: fish foraging, ideal free distribution theory, patchy resources, habitat quality

Introduction
The ideal free distribution (IFD) theory was
developed by Fretwell and Lucas (1970) and Fretwell
(1972) in an attempt to describe how animals would
distribute themselves within an environment containing
patches of varying suitability. The ideal free
distribution theory can be applied whenever there is
competition over a resource which is patchily
distributed (e.g. food or mates) and the following
conditions are met: 1) individuals are ‘ideal’ in
assessing patch quality (i.e. they have complete
information about the availability of resources), 2)
individuals are ‘free’ to enter or leave any patch of
their choice (there is no resource defense), 3) patch
quality declines with increasing competitor density, 4)
all individuals select the instantaneously most
profitable patch compensating for existing competitors
in the patch, and 5) all individuals are of equal
competitive ability. If these conditions are met, the IFD
theory predicts that competitors will distribute
themselves such that: 1) the number of individuals per
patch is proportional to the fraction of resources in that
patch, and 2) the intake per individual is equal across
all patches.
For example, if there is a group of six birds
feeding in a field that has seeds distributed in two
patches, and one patch has twice as many seeds as the

other patch, how should the birds distribute themselves
so that each gets the most food? According to the IFD
theory, it would be expected that there would be two
birds in the poor patch and four birds in the rich patch.
The food intake is predicted to be equal in both the rich
and poor patches. A number of studies have tested the
ideal free distribution theory in a variety of species and
have found that animals tend to distribute themselves
as predicted (Milinski 1979; Harper 1982; Power 1984;
Godin and Keenleyside 1984; Gillis and Kramer 1987).
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This study is designed to test the IFD theory. In
this exercise, students will present fish with food
distributed into two patches (a rich patch and a poor
patch).
Students will test the predictions that
competitors will distribute thems elves such that: 1) the
number of individuals per patch is proportional to the
fraction of resources in that patch, and 2) the intake
per individual is equal across both patches. This
exercise enables students to test one of the major
theories in animal behavior at a modest expenditure of
time and money.
Methods
Experimental Tanks
At least a week before the fish are brought into
the lab, set up eight to ten experimental tanks (e.g. 10
gallon fish tanks). Cover the back, sides and bottom of
each tank with white paper to prevent fish from
viewing each other and to provide a uniform
background. ‘Divide’ experimental tanks into left and
right halves by using an erasable grease pencil to draw
a line midway down the glass front of the tank, thus
giving two halves of the tank that will be considered
distinct prey patches. Fill each tank with water and
condition the water to remove chlorine (appropriate
chemicals for removing chlorine can be purchased
from pet stores or from Biological Supply Houses).
Heaters will not be required if you chose a fish species
that does well at room temperature (see suggestions
below). You may also want to set up a large holding
tank (for example a 20 gallon tank) to house extra fish
that can be used to replace experimental fis h that
become sick or die.
Foragers
Depending on your resources, and the time of
year, a number of different species of fish can be
chosen for this experiment. I have conducted this
experiment with either goldfish or zebra fish (zebra
danios) purchased from local fish stores. Both of these
fish are hardy, inexpensive, and can be kept in tanks at
room temperature. Alternatively, field collected fish
may be used (e.g. sunfish) if you want to coordinate
this lab with a field collection lab scheduled earlier in
the term. Choose similarly sized fish, and obtain
sufficient numbers for replicates. The number of fish
needed will depend upon the patch densities chosen
(see below). Bring the fish into the lab and allow them
several weeks to acclimate to the laboratory.
Fish should be housed in the experimental tanks
to allow them to become accustomed to the tanks. A
conditioning period of approximately two weeks will
allow the fish to become accustomed to the lab and to
the people feeding them. During this period, feed fish
flake food daily. It depends on the number of fish and
how much you are feeding them, but generally, siphon
out approximately 15% of the water from the tank and
28
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replace it with conditioned water every 2 or 3 days.
During the siphoning process, remove any debris that
has accumulated in the tank.
Prey
A
number
of
different food types can
be
used
for
this
experiment.
Suitable
prey types for this
experiment
include
commercially purchased
goldfish food pellets or
field collected prey such
as Daphnia.
Select
equally sized individual
prey
items
for
experimentation.
Experimental Design and Procedures
The instructor can engage students in a discussion
about the experimental design, and the class can
determine the exact experimental design to be used.
Points students should discuss include: What patch
profitability ratio(s) will be tested? What prey type and
prey densities will be used? How long will foraging
trials be run? What data will be collected?
Students can begin experimental trials once fish
are acclimated to the laboratory. Students can choose
the patch profitability ratio(s) they wish to test. For
example, students could test 1:1, 2:1, 3:1 or 4:1 ratios.
Once patch profitability ratio(s) are chosen, students
should determine how many fish would be needed. For
example, if a 2:1 ratio is tested, groups of three fish per
tank can be used. Students should perform eight to ten
replicates of each patch profitability ratio that they
choose to test. If the class is testing a 2:1 ratio, then
twenty-four to thirty fish would be needed to give eight
to ten replicates. Students should also decide what
prey density will be added to each side of the tank.
Prey densities should be chosen such that there is
sufficient food to avoid prey depletion. For example, I
have conducted this experiment using fifteen pellets for
the poor patch, and thirty pellets for the rich patch.
Prey densities can be determined by numbers, weight
or volume depending on the prey type.
It is important to prevent foragers from becoming
satiated during the experimental trials as the ideal free
distribution model only applies in cases where the
resource in question is actually limiting. To prevent
satiation during the feeding trials, students can deprive
fish of food for 24 hours before each trial, and limit the
length of time of the feeding trials to periods that do
not seem to satiate the fish (e.g. five minute feeding
periods). As a control, each feeding period can be
preceded by a non-feeding period. For example, each
trial might consist of a 5-minute non-feeding (control)
period followed by a 5-minute feeding period.

At the start of the feeding portion of the trials,
students can manually drop prey into the two different
sides (patches) of the tank. At the end of each feeding
period, fish should be fed to satiation, and excess food
should be removed with a net.
Data Collection and Analyses
The instructor can lead students through a
discussion of what data should be collected to test the
two predictions of the IFD theory. Students should
periodically (e.g. every ten seconds) record the number
of fish in both the rich and poor patch during both the
control and feeding periods. Students should also
record the number of prey items consumed on each
side of the tank for individual fish. It may not be
possible for students to record food intake for every
fish in the tank, therefore students may chose to
randomly select one ‘target fish’ from each tank that
will be observed throughout the trial. For each ‘target
fish’ students should record the number of prey items
consumed on each side of the tank.
Results and Discussion
This experiment provides students with an
opportunity to statistically analyze data.
I’ve

conducted this lab in my class after students have been
introduced to statistical analyses. The instructor can
lead the students through a discussion of what results
are expected.
Graphing the data will help the students visualize
whether the fish are distributing themselves according
to the predictions of the IFD theory. Students can
graph the results to examine whether:
1) Fish were equally distributed on both
sides of the tank during the control
period as expected.
2) The number of individuals per patch is
proportional to the fraction of resources
in that patch.
To address these two predications, students can
plot the mean (mean ± SE) number of fish in the less
profitable patch (on the y-axis) versus time (on the xaxis). Students can draw lines on the graph that
corresponds with the expected number of fish based on
IFD theory (see Figure 1). This figure should be the
reverse of that plotted for the more profitable patch.

Figure 1. Mean number of fish observed per 10 s in the less profitable patch plotted against time elapsed since the
start of the trial for the 1:1 treatment. The vertical bars are the 95% confidence intervals. Means are represented
by dots and are based on observations of 6 different trials. Each trial consisted of 6 fish and the same fish were
used for all trials. The arrow indicates the onset of the feeding period, and the solid line indicates the number of
fish predicted by the ideal free distribution theory.
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Students can statistically analyze the data to
determine whether:
Fish were equally distributed on both
sides of the tank during the control
period as expected. To test this
expectation, students can calculate the
mean (mean ± SE) number of fish on
each side of the tank during the control
period. The means can be compared
statistically by performing a t-test.
2) The number of individuals per patch is
proportional to the fraction of resources
in that patch. To test this expectation,
students can calculate the mean (mean ±
SE) number of fish on each side of the
tank during the experimental period. The
mean number of fish can be compared to
the expected number by performing a ttest.
3) The food intake per individual is equal
across all patches.
To test this
expectation, students can calculate the
mean (mean ± SE) number of prey items
consumed on each side of the tank during

the feeding period. The means can be
compared statistically by performing a ttest.

1)

Questions students can address include: Did the
fish distribute themselves according to the predictions
of the IFD theory? If the fish did not dis tribute
themselves according to the IFD theory, what
explanations may account for the deviations from the
predicted distribution? Were the assumptions of the
IFD theory met?
Were all fish equal in their
competitive ability or were some fish superior
comp etitors?
In my classes, I have students write laboratory
reports (in scientific format) and/or orally present their
experiments. However, for lower division courses, if
the instructor prefers, students could write a shorter
report by answering a series of questions provided by
the instructor.
In conclusion, this laboratory exercise provides
students with an opportunity to be involved with
designing and conducting an experiment and analyzing
and summarizing their results.
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Call For Resolutions
The Steering Committee of ACUBE requests that the membership submit resolutions for
consideration at the 2000 Annual meeting to the Chair of the Resolutions Committee. The
proposed resolutions will be published in the August 2000 issue of Bioscene. Submit
proposed resolutions to:
Dr. Richard Wilson
Dept. of Biology
Rockhurst University
1100 Rockhurst Rd
Kansas City, MO 64110
Phone (846) 501-4048
wilson@vax1.rockhurst.edu
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Make your motel reservations early!
Rooms for the 2000 ACUBE annual meeting at Indiana State University
can be reserved at the following Terre Haute motels

Comfort Suites of Terre Haute
501 East Margaret Avenue, Terre Haute, IN 47802

(812) 235-1770

Pear Tree Inn
3050 S. US Hwy 41, Terre Haute, IN 47802

(812) 234-4268

Drury Inn
3040 S. US Hwy 41, Terre Haute, IN 47802

(812) 238-1206

Super 8 Lodge
3089 S. 1st , Terre Haute, IN 47802

(812) 232-4890

ACUBE MEMBERSHIP 2000

As of February 1, 2000, ACUBE has members in 45 states and two foreign countries. The current
membership includes 466 members. Your membership renewal for 2000 will be sent to you soon.
Encourage your colleagues to join; give them a copy of the membership application found in the back of
this issue. Remember to request that your library subscribe to Bioscene.
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Bioscene
Contributors
Do you have a manuscript, announcement, book
review, labs/field studies that work, course
development
materials,
technological
advice,
software reviews, curricular n
i novation, letter to the
editor, or undergraduate research opportunity to
share?
Publish your work in Bioscene.
We prefer
receiving word processing files (Microsoft Word,
Word Perfect, etc.) to facilitate distribution of your
manuscript to reviewers and to make revisions as
necessary. If you wish to attach a file to email,
please address the subject line as Bioscene. Your
submission should also include the title, author(s),
name of your institution with the address, a brief
abstract (200 words or less), keywords, and
references in appropriate format that are cited in the
manuscript.
Please note that the deadline for the April 2000
issue is March 15, 2000.

ACUBE Sustaining Members
The Association of College and University Biology Educators wish to thank the following
companies for their support of ACUBE and their participation in the 1999 Annual meeting.

BIOPAC Systems, Inc.
FOTODYNE, Inc.
John Wiley and Sons
iWorx/CB Sciences
Wm. C. Brown-McGraw-Hill
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ACUBE Steering Committee and
Business Meeting Minutes
First Fall Meeting - Steering Committee
Friday, October 15, 1999
Location: AG 425, University of Wisconsin, River Falls, WI
Time: 9:40 p.m.
Present: Mark Bergland, Charlie Bicak, Bill Brett, Ann Larson, Tom Davis, Terry Derting, Buzz Hoagland, Karen
Klyczek, Tim Mulkey, Mark Roy, Nancy Sanders, Ethel Stanley, Bob Wallace, Margaret Waterman.
I. Called to order by Charlie Bicak, 9:40 p.m.
Motion to approve the agenda m/s/a
II. Approval of minutes of the January 1999 Steering Committee meeting.
m/s/a
III. Announcements
A. None
B. Other
IV. Report of Officers of Standing Committees
A. Executive Secretary. Marc Roy.
1. Finances
Total assets as of October 12, 1999 were $18,045. This includes $5,790 in the Carlock Memorial
fund, savings of $6769 and $5671 in checking. With the change in executive secretary, all funds
have been cashed and put into the checking account.
Income was $7260, which included dues, interest from the CD and savings, and $460
from the 1998 meeting.
Expenses of $ 7450 to date, as follows:
$ 350
CELS and AIBS dues
1000
Bioscene printing
1600
Postage
2800
Steering Committee meeting
1700
Deposit for Cruise at 1999 meeting
50
Miscellaneous
Many dues are still outstanding.
2. Membership: ACUBE has 457 members
Executive secretary’s report approved: m/s/a
B. Membership. Tom Davis.
The mailing sponsored by Wm.C. Brown went out to about 3000 biology department chairs along
with advertising for a general biology text. Membership jumped to 457 from 373 since last report
C. Nominations. Nancy Sanders
CVs are posted by there is only one candidate each for President and Secretary.
For President: Tom Davis
For Secretary: Margaret Waterman
Possible candidates were discussed.
Additional nominations will be called for at the noon and evening meetings on October 16, and
closed at the Saturday evening meal. Balloting is Sunday morning with results announced at lunch.
D. Honorary Life Membership and Carlock Awards Bill Brett.
Requests a general announcement at this meeting for nominations for the 2000 awards.
ACUBE Minutes
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1. Carlock Award nominees None this year. This award is for graduate students who aspire to
college level biology teaching.
2. Honorary Life: No nominees this year
E. Bioscene Editors. Ethel Stanley and Tim Mulkey.
1. There has been a doubling of manuscript submissions. This has to do with Tom Davis’ good work
on membership
2. Bill Brett is recognized for his wonderful work as chair of the editorial board.
3. Numerous features have been initiated in Bioscene such as
• biographies of little known people in science
• new font for much improved readability
• a set of manuscript guidelines published both in print and on-line.
4. Ethel has looked into alternative printing options (other than Beloit). She has found a printer in the
local community who can print Bioscene for about the same cost. Mailing, however, will still need
to be done. Marc Roy will continue overseeing printing and mailing through the August 1999
issue.
5. More volunteers are needed for the editorial board
6. Because of the number of manuscripts, the editors are considering doing an extra issue or a double
issue within the next year, to shorten the time to publication of manuscripts.
F. 2000 Program Planning Committee. Margaret Waterman, Tim Mulkey
1. Possible themes were discussed. Selected was “Biology in Context: Real Life Science.”
2. Tentative dates will be Thursday October 12 - Saturday October 14. This is a return to the tradition
Thurs. - Sat. timing for ACUBE meetings, determined in part by availability of facilities, fall break
dates, and other doings in Terre Haute (covered bridge festival).
3. More to come in the January Steering Committee meeting.
G. Resolution Committee: Dick Wilson (not present)
Needed will be
Host resolutions
Resolution recognizing Marc Roy
and possibly a resolution regarding cherry pie
V. Old Business
A. Future Meeting Sites
2000 Indiana State, Terre Haute
2001 University of Nebraska at Kearney
2002 - TBA. Discussion of moving the meeting out of the Midwest. It was thought that going to
Westfield in 2002 would be too soon since most of the membership is still in the Midwest. It was
decided to go to the membership for ideas and to talk to people in Tennessee or in Louisville.
2004 - Murray KY
Discussion of criteria for hosting a site included ease of access to airports, the expected size of the
meetings, and that the meetings continue to be held in different parts of the region, remaining in the
midwest for the next few years as we watch how the membership grows and changes.
B. Web Page: Karen Klyczek
Will report back after the committee has had a chance to meet.
C Executive Board Handbook. Ann Larson.
current revision is complete.
VI. New Business.
A. Meeting dates and time
Nancy Sanders raised the question of when to schedule ACUBE meetings. We are trying FridaySunday this year. Also, she suggested adding the next meeting sites to the program.
Adjourn 11:15 p.m.
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ACUBE First Business Meeting
Saturday October 16, 1999
Location: Freddy’s, Hagestad Hall
Time: 12:30 p.m.
Called to order by President Bicak
I. Announcements:
1. Reviewers are needed for Bioscene
2. Carlock Awards (Bill Brett announcing). Deadline may be changed for student award applications. It is
now August 1, a time when students and faculty are frequently away from campus. People can be
nominated at any time.
3. The site for the annual meeting in 2002 needs to be identified. Volunteers were called for.
4. If there are any resolutions coming from the floor, please contact Dick Wilson.
5. Nominations -- Nancy Sanders
The candidates are for President elect, Tom Davis
for secretary, Margaret Waterman
for member at large: Austin Brooks (Wabash College), Ben Dolbeare (LincolnLand
Community College), Cynthia Horst (Carroll College), James Rooney (Lincoln
University).
Call for nominations from the floor:
Malcolm Levin (SIU-Springfield) for President elect
Mary Haskins (Rockhurst University) for Secretary
6. Marc Roy reminded people to pay their dues
7. Call for a new Executive Secretary: If interested see Marc Roy or any member of the Steering Committee
8. River Cruise logistics: Karen Klyczek: Driving directions, bus directions, dress recommendations
Adjourn at 12:45 p.m.

ACUBE Second Business Meeting
October 16, 1999
Location: Dining Room, Cruise Vessel
Time: 7:30 p.m.
I. Announcements
A. Editorial board will meet at 7:45 a.m. in the University Center
II. Business
A. Nominations. Call for further nominations. No further nominations were given from the floor.
Moved that nominations for Member at Large be closed. m/s/a
Moved that nominations for President be closed. m/s/a
Moved that a nominations for Secretary be closed. m/s/a
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B. Resolutions: Dick Wilson
1. Resolution to write letter condemning the actions of the decisions of the legislatures and/or boards
of education for preventing or downplaying the teaching of evolution, and for promoting the false
dichotomy of religion versus the sciences.
Moved to approve/Seconded/ Approved by the membership
2. Call for other resolutions.
C. Web Page Committee
Call for participants, who will have specific tasks
Locating resources and links
Taking care of the Jobs section
Taking care of the News section (providing updates, links, etc.)
If interested, contact a member of the web committee.
III. Evening Program: Mario Caprio, Volunteer State College, Carthage TN,
Active, Collaborative Learning and
“Great Balls of Fire” an activity exploring the nature of science designed by Ethel Stanley
Adjourn 8:45 p.m.

ACUBE Third Business Meeting
Sunday October 17, 1999
Location: Freddy’s, Hagestadt Hall
Time: 11:15 a.m.
I. Announcements
II. Presidential Address Charlie Bicak (outgoing) and Buzz Hoagland (incoming)
III. Business
A. Resolutions. Dick Wilson
1. Moved that the resolution condemning the actions of the Kansas, Illinois and KY regarding the
teaching of evolution be accepted. m/s/a
2. Move to accept the host resolution. m/s/a
3. Move to accept resolutions thanking local arrangements, the Program Chair, Marc Roy for his
service as Executive Secretary, the presenters, the three speakers, the sustaining members, and the
membership who participated in this meeting. m/s/a
B. Election results. Nancy Sanders
Members at Large: Austin Brooks and Cynthia Horst
President Elect: Tom Davis
Secretary: Margaret Waterman
C. Bioscene: Ethel Stanley
1. The belated August issue will be out in about a week.
2. There will be an extra Dec./Jan issue. This is being done so that the several manuscripts that are
ready to publish will be published within a calendar year of submission.
3. Call for articles, reviews of resources and other submissions
4. The archive of AMCBT labs will be put up on the web page as a project this year.
D. Announcement of theme for 2000 meeting: Margaret Waterman
1. The meeting will be Thur -Sat Oct 12-14 at Indiana State University in Terre Haute
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2. The theme is “Biology in Context: Real Life Science” with an emphasis on putting biology into
meaningful contexts for non-majors. How can we help all students connect the biology they
learn in the classroom with the rest of their lives?
3. A call for abstracts was distributed.
E. Executive Secretary Report: Marc Roy
1. Finances
$7400 from dues
6700 savings reserves
5500 in Carlock account.
F. Call again for Carlock Nominations
Adjourn 12:05

ACUBE Steering Committee Meeting
Sunday, October 17, 1999
Location: Meeting Room, Hagestadt Hall, University of Wisconsin, River Falls
Time: 12:25 p.m.
Present: Charlie Bicak, Mark Bergland, Bill Brett, Tom Davis, Terry Derting, Buzz Hoagland, Pres Martin, Tim
Mulkey, Marc Roy, Nancy Sanders, Ethel Stanley, Robert Wallace, Margaret Waterman, guest Neil Grant
I. Call to order, Buzz Hoagland
II. Business
A. AIBS Summit Meeting -- Charlie Bicak
Airfare was requested to attend meeting in Washington DC. Board approved this expenditure.
Marc Roy suggested that the first resolution be brought to the meeting for comment.
B. Annual Meeting - 2000 -- Tim Mulkey
Need to get rooms reserved early.
ISU is on Fall break the time of the meeting
C. Elections
It was suggested that ballots be available in the room where breakfast is served.
The idea of opening balloting to the entire membership by using mail or email was raised, since the
membership is now larger and more widespread. This issue needs to be discussed at the winter
meeting. Constitution and by laws related to this need to be discussed.
It was mentioned that we need to remember to call for nominations for the next year at the annual
meeting.
D. More on Year 2000 meeting.
We need to be sure the call for abstracts and the meeting dates are posted on the web within the next
couple of weeks.
We will retain the format of the meeting from this meeting. No more than 4 concurrent
papers/sessions unless the number of attendees rises significantly.
Workshops: keep separate from concurrent sessions.
Field trips: Plan on 2: One on Thursday afternoon for early arrivals, and one on Friday morning to
conclude by 11 a.m.
Poster abstracts: Retain the logistics of the poster sessions that was used this time, including
proximity to the exhibitors and the availability of food.
The Biology Club at UWRF was paid to sit at the registration desk and help out, with this money
going to the biology club.
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III. New Business
A. Efforts of Marc Roy as executive secretary were recognized.
Discussion centered on if there should be pay for the executive secretary, and if students could be
hired to help with the work. This was TABLED until the Winter meeting.
B. Transition in executive secretary to Pres Martin at Hamline University.
If necessary, will ACUBE pay for Pres or Marc to travel?
Transfer of $, except for a small amount to pay things at Beloit until 12/99.
M/s/a
C. Neil Grant - spoke to the board regarding expanding our borders as an organization.
Dr. Grant is concerned that we think about international issues, including encouraging Canadian
and Mexican biology educators join, and to consider a Spanish translation of Bioscene. Dr. Grant
thought this might be a grant-fundable project.
President Hoagland requested that Dr. Grant bring some suggestions back to the board as to how
to proceed and whom to contact.
D. Program Chair for 2001 meeting in Kearney NB
Mary Haskins from Rockhurst will chair.
E. Dues. The issue of whether or not dues need to be increased was raised.
TABLED for winter meeting.
Meeting adjourned 1:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
January 20, 2000
Margaret Waterman
ACUBE Secretary

Call for Nominations

Honorary Life Award
The ACUBE Honorary Life Award is presented to ACUBE members who
have made significant contributions and/or service to ACUBE and the
advancement of the society's mission. The award is presented at the annual fall
meeting of the society.
If you wish to nominate a member of ACUBE for this award, send a Letter of
Nomination citing the accomplishments/contributions of the nominee and a
Curriculum Vita of the nominee to the chair of the Honorary Life Award
committee:
Dr. William J. Brett
Department of Life Sciences
Indiana State University
Terre Haute, IN 47809
Voice -- (812) 237-2392 FAX (812) 237-4480
E-mail -- lsbrett@scifac.indstate.edu
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Manuscript Guidelines for
Bioscene: Journal of College Science Teaching
A publication of the Association of College and University Biology Educators
Manuscripts submitted to the Bioscene should primarily focus on the teaching of undergraduate biology or the
activities of the ACUBE organization. Short articles (500-1000 words) such as introducing educational resources
provided by another organization, reviews of new evolution software, suggestions for improving sampling methods
in a field activity, and other topics are welcome as well as longer articles (1000-5000 words) providing more in
depth description, analyses, and conclusions for topics such as introducing case-based learning in large lectures,
integrating history and philosophy of science perspectives into courses or initiating student problem solving in
bioinformatics.
Please submit all manuscripts to editor(s):
Ethel Stanley
Department of Biology
Beloit College
700 College St.
Beloit, WI 53511
stanleye@beloit.edu
FAX: (608)363-2052

Timothy Mulkey
Department of Life Sciences
Indiana State University
Terre Haute, IN 47809
mulkey@biology.indstate.edu
FAX: (812) 237-2418

We prefer receiving manuscripts as Rich Text Format or RTF files to facilitate distribution of your manuscript to
reviewers and to work on revisions. You can mail us a disk or attach your file to an email message with the subject
line as BIOSCENE. All submissions should be double-spaced and may follow the style manual for publication you
are currently using such as APA. You will also need to include:
title
author(s) information:
full names
name of your institution with the address
email address, phone number, and/or fax number
brief abstract (200 words or less)
keywords
references in an appropriate format
Please refer to issues of the Bioscene from 1998 or later for examples of these
items. You can access these issues at: http://acube.org/bioscene.html
Graphics are desirable! Lengthy sections of text unaccompanied by tables,
graphs or images may be modified during layout of the issue by adding ACUBE
announcements or other graphics. While tables and graphs may be included in the manuscript file, images should be
submitted as individual electronic files. If you are unable to provide an image in an electronic format such as TIFF
for Macintosh or BMP for Windows, please include a clear, sharp paper copy for our use. At this time, graphics will
be printed as grayscale images with a minimum resolution of 300 dpi and a maximum resolution of 1200 dpi. Cover
art relating to an article is actively solicited from manuscript contributors.
Upon receipt of your manuscript, an email or fax will be sent to the author(s). The editor will forward your
manuscript to the chair of the editorial board. Within the next two weeks or so, your manuscript will be sent to two
reviewers. You should receive comments when changes are recommended from the reviewers prior to publication
of the article. Manuscript format is usually retained as accepted; however, limits of publishing the issue may affect
the length of an article. Graphics may added by the editors when lengthy sections of text are unaccompanied by
tables, graphs or images. Previously published work should be identified as such and will be reviewed on a case-bycase basis. Your article will appear in the Bioscene and then on the ACUBE website: http://www.acube.org
shortly after the issue date.
Manuscript Guidelines
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ACUBE
Association of College and University Biology Educators
Formerly the Association of Midwest College Biology Teachers (AMCBT)
NAME: ___________________________________________________ DATE: ___________________
TITLE: ______________________________________________________________________________
DEPARTMENT: ______________________________________________________________________
INSTITUTION: _______________________________________________________________________
STREET ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________
CITY: __________________________________ STATE: ______________ ZIP CODE: ____________
ADDRESS PREFERRED FOR MAILING: _________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
CITY: _______________________________ STATE: _____________ ZIP CODE: ________________
WORK PHONE: ___________________ FAX NUMBER: ____________________________________
HOME PHONE: ___________________ EMAIL ADDRESS: __________________________________
MAJOR INTERESTS
( ) 1. Biology
( ) 2. Botany
( ) 3. Zoology
( ) 4. Microbiology
( ) 5. Pre-professional
( ) 6. Teacher Education
( ) 7. Other ________________

SUB DISCIPLINES: (Mark as many as apply)
( ) A. Ecology
( ) H. Molecular
( ) B. Evolution
( ) I. Developmental
( ) C. Physiology
( ) J. Cellular
( ) D. Anatomy
( ) K. Genetics
( ) E. History
( ) L. Ethology
( ) F. Philosophy
( ) M. Neuroscience
( ) G. Systematics
( ) N. Other _______________

RESOURCE AREAS (Areas of teaching and training): ________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
RESEARCH AREAS: __________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
How did you find out about ACUBE? ______________________________________________________
Have you been a member before: ______________ If so, when? _________________________________
DUES (Jan-Dec 2000)

Regular Membership $25

Student Membership $15

Retired Membership $5

Return to: Association of College and University Biology Educators, Attn: Pres Martin, Executive Secretary,
Department of Biology, Hamline University, 1536 Hewitt Avenue, Saint Paul, MN 55104
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